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Here once again comes Hassan Ngeze who is represented by lead Cousel Ms. Mirjana
Vukajlovic .
Counsel Ms. Mirjana Vukajlovic, in her capacity as lead counsel has the full authorities to
amend this motion, she can add what she thinks are missing, or remove what she finds
unnecessary.
Hassan Ngeze is here by Requesting the Honorable Judge to allow the registrar to add the
name of legal assistant Ricrado Izquierdo to the demand that seeks the finance of one full
week of work in Koulikoro Prison -Mali, for both, the lead Counsel Ms. Mirjana Vukajlovic.
and the legal assistant Ricrado Izquierdo.
On 21 February Hassan Ngeze filed the motion before the single judge, Mparany Mamy
Rich ard Rajohnson titled « Hassan Ngeze urgent motion seeking the Registrar to
grant the finance his Lead Counsel one week of work in Koulikoro Mali with his
lawyer the visit that will enable the lead counsel meeting for the first time with the
client, and be familiar with the pending case which will be presented before the
judge for the possible review of the case in due course.j)'
Hassan after going through thousands of documents, audio and video including printed
materials that will be selected parts of what can be presented as new facts which were
not present during the trial chamber proceedings, and during the Appeal's phase the facts
that should overturned the previous ruling of the Appeals chamber.
Hassan Ngeze after spending at least 10 years since" the appeals chamber delivered its
Rulings without having had opportunity to have a defense team that can advise the
prisoner what can be done in order to obtain a review of the case.
Hassan Ngeze is now under exceptional circumstances, imploring the Judge Mparany
Mamy Richard Rajohnson, to allow the registrar Mr. Olufemi Elias, to finance one
week of work my defense team that is comprised by Lead Counsel and her legal
assistant to travel to Mali and work with Hassan Ngeze in Koulikoro Prison.
Prayer:
Grants the motion are prayed .

.Hassan Ngeze.

i

See the Motion Hassan Ngeze urgent motion seeking the Registrar to grant the finance his Lead Counsel one

week of work in Koulikoro Mali with his lawyer the visit that will enable the lead counsel meeting for the first
time with the client, and be familiar with the pending case which will be presented before the judge for the
possible review of the case in due course.
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